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We propose an alternative interpretation of the top events discovered at the Fermilab Tevatron in 1995.
Given that the charge of the b quark jet cannot be measured for the whole sample with certainty, the signal can
be due to a quark of charge 24/3 at the reported mass, i.e., 174 GeV, while the top quark is actually heavier,
say above 230 GeV. We point out in this paper that such a scenario is actually hinted at by the latest precision
electroweak measurements of Z decay. To rule out this possibility in the future, the b quark jet charge analysis
has to become definitive, or the single ‘‘top’’ production cross section has to be measured.
@S0556-2821~99!50309-3#
PACS number~s!: 13.85.Ni, 12.60.2i, 14.80.2jIt is generally believed that the top quark was discovered
at Fermilab in 1995 @1,2#. Its decay into a W boson and a b
quark is an unmistakable signature. However, unless the cor-
relation between the charge of the W boson and the charge of
the b quark jet can be measured with certainty @3#, the ‘‘top
quark’’ events may be either W1b or W2b . If they are the
former, then their identification as the decay product of t
from the expected (t ,b)L doublet of the standard model is
certainly justified. If the latter, then an exotic quark of charge
24/3 is implied. Of course, such a scenario appears to be
totally unmotivated—that is, until now. The updated preci-
sion measurements of electroweak parameters at the e1e2
colliders LEP at CERN and SLAC Linear Collider ~SLC!
reveal in fact an intriguing possibility that mt may be larger
than about 230 GeV, and that the right-handed coupling of
the b quark to the Z boson may be significantly modified.
In this paper we analyze the 1998 precision electroweak
data using the parameters e1,2,3 and eb @4#, but also allow bR
to mix with an exotic quark Q1 of charge 21/3 as part of the
doublet (Q1 ,Q4)R , where Q4 has charge 24/3 @5,6#. We
discuss how the current data @7# favor such an interpretation.
We then propose an exotic fourth family of quarks and lep-
tons which is free of anomalies, together with a heavy Higgs
scalar triplet @8# which supplies the neutrinos with Majorana
masses. We show that this model accounts for all the data,
including the Z!bb¯ rate and forward-backward asymmetry
@9#. It has also an easily testable prediction in the single
production of Q4.
The phenomenological success of the standard gauge
model of particle interactions is indisputable. It is being
tested experimentally at the one-loop level in terms of its
calculable radiative corrections. Consider the e1,2,3 variables
@10# which are purely weak radiative corrections to the two-
point self-energy functions of the W and Z bosons. They are
defined in such a way that they are zero in the standard-
model tree approximation, keeping however the electromag-
netic and strong-interaction radiative corrections. Using as
inputs the Fermi constant, GF , the mass of the Z boson, mZ ,
and the electromagnetic fine-structure constant extrapolated0556-2821/99/59~9!/091503~4!/$15.00 59 0915to the Z mass, a(mZ), the e1,2,3 variables can be determined
from the experimental measurements of the partial width and
forward-backward asymmetry of the decay of Z to charged
lepton pairs, and the mass of the W boson, mW .
Assuming lepton universality, the Z!l2l1 partial width
and forward-backward asymmetry are given by @4#
G l5
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3
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2 by
sin2 ue f f
s0
2 511
e32c0
2e1
c0
22s0
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With a(mZ)215128.90, it has been shown that @4#
G l583.563 MeV ~111.20e120.26e3!, ~7!
and
Al
FB50.01696 ~1134.72e1245.15e3!. ~8!©1999 The American Physical Society03-1
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G l583.9060.10 MeV, ~9!
and
Al
FB50.0168360.00096, ~10!
we find
e15~4.161.2!31023, ~11!
e35~3.361.8!31023. ~12!
Using @4#
mW
2 /mZ
250.768905~111.43e121.00e220.86e3!, ~13!
and the latest experimental values @7#
mW580.3960.06 GeV, mZ591.186760.0021 GeV,
~14!
with Eqs. ~11! and ~12!, we find
e25~27.862.8!31023. ~15!
The above values for e1,2,3 agree very well with those ob-
tained a year ago @4# based on earlier data @11#. They are also
very consistent with the Tevatron determination of mt
5173.865.0 GeV. Clearly there is no discrepancy with the
standard model as far as leptons are concerned.
Consider now Z!bb¯ decay. There are three measured
quantities: the partial width divided by the hadronic width,
Rb , by both LEP and SLC, the forward-backward asymme-
try at the Z pole, AFB
0,b
, by LEP, and the left-right asymmetry,
Ab , by SLC. Theoretically, this process differs from all oth-
ers by the important fact that the t quark contributes to the
vertex correction through the expected (t ,b)L doublet,
whereas e1,2,3 contributes universally to all Z decays. The
effective left-handed and right-handed couplings of the b
quark to the Z boson are given in the standard model by
gbL5S 11 e12 D S 2 12~11eb!1 13 sin2 ue f f D , ~16!
gbR5S 11 e12 D 13 sin2 ue f f . ~17!
Note that the t quark contributes to only gbL through eb .
This comes from the vertex correction Z!t t¯!bLb¯ L through
W exchange. Several years ago when there was a large ex-
perimental Rb excess, many theoretical attempts were made
to increase the magnitude of gbL by postulating new contri-
butions to eb , whereas gbR was left untouched. At that time,
the measurement errors of AFB
0,b and Ab were large enough so
that the above approach was justified. However, since about
a year ago, there has been a small, but theoretically very
important shift in the data. Rb is now just one standard de-
viation above the theoretical prediction, but both AFB
0,b and Ab
are two standard deviations below. Since the former is pro-09150portional to gbL
2 1gbR
2 and the latter are proportional to gbL
2
2gbR
2
, this turns out to imply that @9# the magnitude of gbL
is actually smaller than the theoretical prediction and that of
gbR is much greater. Hence, an intriguing possibility exists
that the shift of gbL is due to a much larger mt and that the
shift of gbR is due to the mixing of bR with a heavy quark
doublet (Q1 ,Q4)R , where Q4 has charge 24/3 @5,6#, and its
decay into W2b at the Tevatron was observed and assumed
to be W2b¯ from t¯ .
From the latest experimental values @7#
Rb50.2165660.00074, AFB0,b50.099160.0021,
Ab50.85660.036, ~18!
the couplings gbL and gbR have been determined @9#:
gbL520.415960.0024, gbR50.105060.0090.
~19!
Using mt5174 GeV, mH5100 GeV, and sin2uef f
50.2312560.00023 @12#, the standard model yields @9#
gbL
SM520.4208, gbR
SM50.0774. ~20!
From Fig. 2 of Ref. @9#, it is seen that the standard-model
point is just outside the 99% confidence-level contour of the
data. From gbL , we now find
eb5~215.764.9!31023. ~21!
This is a dramatically new result. Previous analyses force a
fit to both Rb and the asymmetries with eb , but since gbR
cannot be changed, the former tends to increase gbL and the
latter tend to decrease it. The end result is a much smaller
magnitude for eb which is consistent with mt5174 GeV.
Now from Eq. ~21!, we obtain
mt5274247
140 GeV, ~22!
where we have approximated eb by its leading contribution,
2GFmt
2/4p2A2.
Next we change gbR by mixing b(I3R50) with a heavy
quark Q1 of I3R51/2 @5,6#. We then have
gbR5S 11 e12 D F13 sin2 ue f f cos2 ub
1S 12 1 13 sin2 ue f f D sin2 ubG
5S 11 e12 D S 13 sin2 ue f f1 12 sin2 ubD .
~23!
Using Eq. ~19!, we find
sin2 ub50.055460.0180. ~24!
We note here that whereas in the standard model, no value of
mH would fit the precision LEP and SLC data on Z!bb¯ , a3-2
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means only a small change in ub , which is of course arbi-
trary to begin with. To be more specific, we propose an ex-
otic fourth family of quarks and leptons. The bR singlet of
the standard model becomes
bR cos ub2Q1R sin ub;~3,1,21/3!, ~25!
where its SU(3)C3SU(2)3U(1)Y representation content is
also displayed. We then add
FQ1 cos ub1b sin ubQ4 GR;S 3,2,2
5
6 D , ~26!
Q1L;~3,1,21/3!, Q4L;~3,1,24/3!, ~27!
FL3L2GR;S 1,2,
5
2 D , L3L;~1,1,3 !,L2L;~1,1,2 !. ~28!
Anomalies cancel in the above because Y L523Y Q as in the
standard model. Within this model, Eq. ~16! and Eq. ~23! are
valid to good accuracy with eb again due to the top loop. In
the following, we will take m45174 GeV for Q4 to account
for the Tevatron ‘‘top’’ events, and the true mt will be cho-
sen to be higher, say about 230 GeV, to be consistent with
Eq. ~22!.
We now calculate the extra contributions of the exotic
fourth family of our model ~relative to the standard model
with mt5174 GeV) to the variables e1,2,3 @13#. First,
De35
a
24ps0
2 F315 ln m12m42 1125 ln m3
2
m2
2
2lnS mt174 GeVD
2G . ~29!
For illustration, let m15200 GeV,m25100 GeV,m3
5200 GeV, then De3520.9331023, which is in fact a
better fit to the present data. For heavier top mass, the fit
improves even more ~e.g., for mt5274 GeV,De3521.09
31023). Note that the above values are chosen so that the
processes e2e1!L222L211 and Q1b¯1bQ¯ 1 are currently ki-
nematically forbidden. Second,
De252
a
24ps0
2 F3g~m12 ,m42!1g~m32 ,m22!
13 lnS mt174 GeVD
2G , ~30!
where
g~x ,y !52
5
3 1
4xy
~x2y !2
1
~x1y !~x224xy1y2!
~x2y !3
ln
x
y .
~31!
For the same sample values, we obtain De2520.9231023,
which is again a better fit to the present data. Third,09150De15
a
16ps0
2c0
2mZ
2 $3 f ~m12 ,m42!1 f ~m32 ,m22!
13@mt
22~174 GeV!2#%, ~32!
where
f ~x ,y !5x1y2 2xy
x2y ln
x
y . ~33!
For the same sample values, we obtain De158.731023,
which is of course a disaster. To fit present data, we need
another source of e1 which gives, say, 2931023. Fortu-
nately, there is already such a source in the form of a heavy
Higgs scalar triplet @8#
j[~j11,j1,j0!;~1,3,1 !, ~34!
which allows the standard-model neutrinos to acquire Majo-
rana masses. After all, there is now a good deal of experi-
mental evidence for neutrino oscillations and the minimal
standard model should be extended to include nonzero neu-
trino masses @14#. Let j0 acquire a nonzero vacuum expec-
tation value u in addition to the standard-model Higgs dou-
blet ^f0&5v , then in the tree approximation,
FGFA2 GCC5 14v218u2 , FGFA2 GNC5 14v2116u2 , ~35!
where CC denotes charged current and NC denotes neutral
current. The contribution to e1 is thus 22u2/(v214u2) and
for u512 GeV, the desired shift is obtained. This value of u
also implies that mj can be rather large. Using the relation-
ship @8#
u.2mv2/mj
2
, ~36!
and setting the trilinear coupling m of j†ff equal to mj , we
obtain mj52.6 TeV. This in turn implies that the one-loop
contributions of j to e1,2,3 should be negligible. To check
this, we have calculated the shifts of e1,2,3 due to j . Both e3
and e2 are corrected by 2a/(12ps02) times a factor of order
v2/mj
2
. Hence, these contributions are of order 1025. In the
case of e1, we find the leading contribution to be
De15
a
4ps0
2c0
2mZ
2 ~m11
2 22m1
2 1m0
2!, ~37!
but this is zero because the sum rule m11
2 2m1
2 5m1
2 2m0
2 is
valid @15# in the approximation that the mass differences in j
are only due to scalar doublets. We estimate the next term to
be at most of order 1025 to 1024.
Finally, we comment on the constraint from the branching
fraction of b!sg . The latest standard-model prediction
gives @16# B(b!sg)5(3.6060.33)31024. Changing mt
from 175 GeV to 230 GeV would enhance the central value
to 4.0731024. This is still consistent with the latest experi-
mental limits: 2.031024,B(b!sg),4.531024 by CLEO
@17#, and (3.1160.8060.72)31024 by ALEPH @18#.3-3
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method is to distinguish a b jet from a b¯ jet by its charge, if
it can be done with certainty @3#. As for the determination of
whether top decay is left-handed (V2A) or right-handed
(V1A) @19#, we note here that a W1 would come from Q¯ 4,
hence, it is also left-handed as the W1 from t decay. The
difference is again that the former is accompanied by b¯ and
the latter by b. A potentially easier way is to measure the
single ‘‘top’’ production cross section @20# in the future Run
II of the Tevatron scheduled to begin in 2000. Comparing it
against the t t¯ cross section would determine the strength of
its coupling to the b. If it turns out to be given by Eq. ~24!
and not unity as expected in the standard model, it would be
an indication that the top events may be due to Q4. On the
other hand, it may accidentally be so because there is a
heavier, but ordinary fourth family of quarks, i.e.
(t8,b8)L , tR8 , and bR8 . In either case, if the single ‘‘top’’
production cross section is actually only a few percent of its
expected value, the number of events may be too small to be
observed above background.
In conclusion, we point out in this paper that the top
events may be due to a heavy quark of charge 24/3 instead
of 2/3. This would come about if mt is actually much larger
than 174 GeV, and bL or bR mixes with a heavy quark Q1 of
charge 21/3 whose doublet partner Q4 has charge 24/3. In
particular, the case with bR mixing with (Q1 ,Q4)R can result
in a better fit of the present data on Rb , AFB
0,b
, and Ab than
the standard model. The same fit also favors mt.230 GeV.
As discussed in the previous paragraph, this hypothesis will
be tested in the future Run II of the Tevatron.09150We thank C.-Q. Geng for discussing anomaly cancella-
tion, G. Eilam for b!sg , and G.-P. Yeh, M.-J. Wang, and
G. Velev for CDF results and future prospects. E.M. is sup-
ported in part by the U. S. Department of Energy under
Grant No. DE-FG03-94ER40837; D.C. and W.F.C. are sup-
ported by a grant from the National Science Council of ROC.
APPENDIX
Our model of an exotic fourth family can be endowed
with a softly broken discrete Z2 symmetry, under which all
the exotic fermions are odd and the ordinary ones are even. It
is broken only by the explicit soft term m8Q¯ 1LbR . Hence,
the 232 mass matrix linking (b¯ L ,Q¯ 1L) with (bR ,Q1R) is
given by
MbQ15Fmb 0m8 m1G . ~A1!
Thus sin ub.m8/m1 and m8 can be small naturally because it
breaks this discrete Z2 symmetry. The zero entry in Eq. ~A1!
can be nonzero if the Higgs triplet j is odd. In that case, we
can shift gbL of Eq. ~19! to agree with gbL
SM of Eq. ~20! by a
mixing of sin2 ub850.01. This allows the top events to be as
conventionally perceived, while explaining the Z!bb¯ dis-
crepancies. Of course, future experimental measurements of
the charge and coupling of the ‘‘top’’ events will remain the
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